
Introduction
It’s easy to become dependent on GPS navigation to get you where you need 
to go, especially when you’re in a place you’ve never been.  But existing 
applications may not account for the needs of pedestrians with disabilities.  If 
you’re not able to climb the incline it points you to, what do you do?  Maybe 
that route it’s indicating is hazardous for those in a wheelchair.  

Maybe you can only walk so far
without a bench or a bathroom, and 
need to know the locations of those in your route.  
With this project, we seek to deliver an application to account for these and 
other mediating factors, and make traveling easy for everyone.
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Vulnerable Road User Mobility Assistance Platform: Application Development

Interface Design Goals

Interface is being designed to convey as much information to the

user as possible without making them feel overwhelmed.

• Design for simplicity, intuitiveness, and ease of use

• Personalized, secure user information profile

• Route overview presentation will be familiar to users of other

successful navigation apps such as Google Maps

• Augmented reality interface allows for more precise

navigation information, as directions an points of interest can

be identified overlaid on the real world instead of using

abstract symbols

Factors that may Impede Mobility/Navigation

We can address many of the problems faced by mobility-impaired road 

users by providing smart route guidance that accounts for the following 

factors:

Design for the Future

Designed to be a platform for the future, so implementation should

be malleable based on user needs and emerging technology.

Features under consideration include:

• Smart Watch implementation, which may offer additional sensor

readings like heart rate that could be beneficial in making sure the

user is not overtaxed

• Tablet implementation, which offer a more readable screen that

could amplify the AR experience considerably

• A crowdsourced database of notable mobility obstructions (similar

to Waze)

• Voice recognition for easy portable use

• Machine Vision systems to identify hazards and relevant

environmental information

• Integration with other applications such as the user’s calendar

• Wheelchair accessible transportation availability information

Implementation

Smartphone application utilizing AR technology

• Currently being created in Android Studio using Mapbox API for navigation

& map display

• Combines user information, such as how many stairs one can comfortably

climb

• With external information about the state of the world such as weather and

elevation changes

• To create appropriate routes tailored to a user’s needs

• Main navigation screen will incorporate virtual indicators placed on the live

camera feed, highlighting the route and relevant points of interest

• Using Unity with Google’s ARCore to create the AR interface, and then

integrating it with the other application screens inside of Android Studio

Examples of an environment 

that may prove challenging

Example AR application (AR Runner, iOS)

Project Goals

• Assist people with movement disabilities in non-driving 

navigation of the built environment 

• Combine personal capabilities with external information to 

result in a flexible personalized assistance platform

• Use smartphone-based augmented reality (AR) to present 

usable information in a real-world, non-abstract context

• Impassible inclines

• Stairs

• Weather or traffic limitations

• Endurance limitations 

• Facility or medical requirements

• Alternative transportation schedules

• Additional key landmarks that users 

identify

Elevation-based navigation (accessmap.io)

Current (in-progress) Interface Design
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